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TrIAS
Publishing and analysing biodive rsity data rapidly, 
repeatably and FAIR-ly for agile  policy re levant re sults






● Inte rope rable
● Reusable
Wilkinson, M. D., Dumontie r, M., Aalbe rsbe rg, I. 
J ., Apple ton, G., Axton, M., Baak, A., ... & 
Bouwman, J. (2016). The  FAIR Guiding Principle s 






● Managing invasive  specie s is expensive
● We lack information for prioritization
● Information is communicated too slowly 
● Much of the  available  data are  irre levant or 
unsuitable  for policy needs
● “How do I know that these data are 
reliable?”
● If people  want to support conse rvation why 
don’t they share  the ir data?
Citizens and their 
organizations
● Mobilizing data takes time  and money
● Not inte re sted in doing “real” work in my 
free  time
● I want to manage  my own data
● “You can have all my data, but I’m not 
going to digitize it myself”
● “If my data are valuable why won’t you 
pay for it?”























● Open Science  Framework





● A checklist of alien specie s
● Checklist indicators
● Occurrence  indicators
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Distribution maps and models
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Risk assessment
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4. Communication
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